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Our team has gained extraordinary knowledge of the sector acting for a wide range of producers, financiers and 

distributors in this space. We understand the issues facing filmmakers and TV producers in today’s competitive 

landscape – from development and rights clearance to financing, accessing tax credits and other production incentives 

and all production and distribution related matters. As a result, we can help you make the right strategic decisions, both 

in the UK and across the globe, thanks to our fantastic international network of media specialists

We act for independent film and TV producers, UK and US studios, 

distributors and an array of debt, equity and structured financiers as 

well as media funds. We also advise producers on accessing 

incentives and tax credits around the world and how to structure co-

productions accordingly.

We advise TV production companies throughout their lifecycle, from 

establishing new production businesses founded by high profile TV 

executives, to advice on the structuring and talent agreements 

needed for big budget shows and distribution deals.

Our lawyers are experts in development deals for film and TV, from 

option agreements for underlying rights to deals with scriptwriters 

and showrunners. We advise on cast, producer and director deals as 

well as Guild issues. We also specialise in script reads and in the 

exploitation and protection of TV formats.

Our international expertise sets us apart from our competitors. Our 

network of production and finance specialists across the globe 

enables us to provide our clients with the high-quality advice they 

have come to expect from our team, wherever in the world they are 

producing or financing their project.

Our lawyers are actively involved in key industry bodies such Women in 

Film and Television, the Royal Television Society and the British Screen 

Advisory Council. Through our involvement with these organisations and 

bodies, we help to shape and define the sector. We also played a major 

role in government consultation processes in relation to the film and 

television tax incentives in the UK, Germany and Belgium.

Our expertise

International expertise

Industry involvement

Our client base is the envy of our competitors. We act for Sony, 

NBCUniversal, BBC, ITV, Warner Bros. Discovery, FremantleMedia, 

EndemolShine, Vice UK, Paramount, Really Useful Group, Fifth 

Season and Elysian Film Group. On the financing side we advise 

Ingenious Media, Barclays, Coutts & Co, Ashland Hill and Union Bank, 

to name just a few.

We are also lucky to act for high profile film and TV talent including 

Jeremy Clarkson, Tim Bevan & Eric Fellner (Working Title) and Andy 

Harries (producer of The Crown).

Trusted advisors to high profile client base



Advising on its financing of the recent Andy Murray 

feature documentary “Resurfacing” and the production 

of the documentary series “All or Nothing: Brazil

National Team”, including their deals

with Amazon Studios.

Advising on the UK and Romanian law aspects of the 

first slate of UK/US/Romanian productions to access 

the recently introduced Romanian production incentive.

Advising CBS Films on the big- budget film “American 

Assassin” starring Michael Keaton, including advising 

on cast and crew agreements, postproduction and VFX 

agreements and accessing the UK tax credit.

Advising LittleStar Films, Benny Andersson, Bjorn 

Ulvaeus and Judy Craymer on the development, 

production, financing and distribution of “Mamma Mia! 

Here We Go Again”, starring Meryl Streep, Pierce 

Brosnan and Colin Firth.

Advising Andrew Lloyd Webber’s company in 

connection with all matters relating to “Cats” the movie 

and the upcoming film adaptation of “Joseph and the 

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat”.

Advising Comic Relief in connection with all matters 

relating to their production and distribution of the

sequel to “Four Weddings and a Funeral” for Red Nose 

Day 2019.

Some highlights of our

recent experience

Pitch International UK Media Finance House

CBS Films Mamma Mia II

Really Useful Group Comic Relief
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Advising Jeremy Clarkson and the team on all aspects 

of the production and distribution of “The Grand Tour” 

and “Clarkson’s Farm”, including establishing their 

relationship and overall deal with Amazon Studios.

Advising the Imperial War Museum and 14/18 Now in 

connection with the production, financing and 

distribution of the Peter Jackson film which was 

commissioned especially for the centenary celebrations 

to mark the end of WW1.

Advising on structuring to take advantage of the 

Spanish tax incentive and UK tax credit, including 

negotiating all the documents with the Spanish bank.

The Grand Tour and Clarkson’s Farm They Shall Not Grow Old

The Night Manager

Advising Primo Productions (Paul McGuinness’s 

production company) on all matters relating to the 

production, financing and distribution of his first TV 

show “Riviera”.

Advising the banks on a number of single project film 

and TV financings, including lending against tax credits 

and distribution and broadcast licences.

Advising DC Thomson on the multi-million pound 3D 

production of “Dennis and Gnasher Unleashed”.

Riviera

Barclays Bank and Coutts & Co Beano Studios
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Core UK team

Victoria Gaskell

Partner – Co-head of Media

T +44 20 7067 3230

E victoria.gaskell@cms-cmno.com

Rebekah Hayes

Partner – Head of Production Finance 

T +44 20 7067 3277

E rebekah.hayes@cms-cmno.com

Laurel O'Dell

Senior Associate

T +44 20 7524 6192

E laurel.odell@cms-cmno.com

Anna Colless

Associate

T +44 20 7367 2071

E anna.colless@cms-cmno.com

Jessica Wilkinson

Associate

T +44 20 7367 3306

E jessica.wilkinson@cms-cmno.com

For details of our international specialists, please contact Victoria Gaskell or Rebekah Hayes
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Your free online legal information service.

A subscription service for legal articles on a variety of topics delivered by email.

cms-lawnow.com

The information held in this publication is for general purposes and guidance only and does not purport to constitute 

legal or professional advice. It was prepared in co-operation with local attorneys.

CMS Legal Services EEIG (CMS EEIG) is a European Economic Interest Grouping that coordinates an organisation 

of independent law firms. CMS EEIG provides no client services. Such services are solely provided by CMS EEIG’s 

member firms in their respective jurisdictions. CMS EEIG and each of its member firms are separate and legally 

distinct entities, and no such entity has any authority to bind any other. CMS EEIG and each member firm are liable 

only for their own acts or omissions and not those of each other. The brand name “CMS” and the term “firm” are 

used to refer to some or all of the member firms or their offices; details can be found under “legal information” 

in the footer of cms.law.

CMS locations:

Aberdeen, Abu Dhabi, Algiers, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Beijing, Belgrade, Bergen, Berlin, Bogotá, 

Bratislava, Bristol, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Casablanca, Cologne, Cúcuta, Dubai, Duesseldorf, Edinburgh, 

Frankfurt, Funchal, Geneva, Glasgow, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Johannesburg, Kyiv, Leipzig, Lima, Lisbon, 

Liverpool, Ljubljana, London, Luanda, Luxembourg, Lyon, Madrid, Manchester, Mexico City, Milan, Mombasa, 

Monaco, Munich, Muscat, Nairobi, Oslo, Paris, Podgorica, Poznan, Prague, Reading, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, 

Santiago de Chile, Sarajevo, Shanghai, Sheffield, Singapore, Skopje, Sofia, Stavanger, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, 

Tel Aviv, Tirana, Vienna, Warsaw, Zagreb and Zurich.

cms.law


